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ABSTRACT 

A model is described that characterizes the effect of costly information gathering, imperfect compliance, 
and costly monitoring, on the efficacy of central vs. local governance. The system considered is a 
common pool resource (CPR) with metapopulation structure, with each substock exploited by a different 
community. In the case of central control of a community, the regulator sets a limit on extraction, 
knowing that compliance will be incomplete. Precision of resource assessments, achieved through the 
exertion of costly survey effort, increases the credibility of regulations and enhances compliance by local 
harvesters, who juxtapose government assessments against their own. Following Sutinen and others, 
compliance can also be increased through costly enforcement effort. Self-governance by communities 
solves the credibility problem, but in general fails to adequately incorporate inter-area effects 
(externalities) or dynamic social costs of exploitation. Community attributes (tenure of participation and 
number of members) serve as proxies for the strength of social norms and the degree to which community 
decisions are dynamically efficient in aggregate in the absence of central control. Contrary to most 
models which consider different forms of governance, this analysis allows for dynamic and spatial 
heterogeneity in governance across the resource. Depending on the nature of externalities and the 
attributes of exploiting communities, a central planner may opt for different types of governance at 
different points in time or in different substocks. An application to groundfish management in the Gulf of 
Maine (Northeastern US) is briefly discussed. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
Early contributions to the literature on common pool resources (CPRs) have traditionally relied upon a 
central planner, or “Leviathan” [11] to mitigate the tendency towards rent dissipation. The objectives of 
individual resource users are presumed to differ from those of society, and there is an adversarial role 
between resource users and those responsible for its regulation.  

Once the role of a central planner in the regulation of a CPR is presumed, debate focuses on the choice of 
instrument. Constraints on use can consist of limitations on either inputs, technology, or outputs; 
limitations can be placed directly upon the quantity dimension (“command and control”) or can take the 
form of financial incentives that alter decentralized decisions at the margin. Regulations can also be 
hybrids of these two approaches; tradable quota systems in particular allow the government to control 
aggregate intensity of CPR exploitation while allowing the flexibility and cost-minimization provided by 
market rearrangements of extraction (or emission) rights. A large body of literature analyzes the relative 
merits of different types of regulatory instruments under the assumption that control is carried out by a 
well-meaning central planner.  
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Imperfect compliance and enforcement 

Noncompliance with regulations is a type of transaction cost that prevents achievement of a first-best 
outcome. Such costs lead to a divergence between de jure and de facto rights in the [10, 25]. When limits 
on maximum penalties bind, or when there is a significant probability or erroneous sanction, 
consideration of positive enforcement costs suggests more lenient regulations, i.e. the granting of short-
term “enforcement rents” to resource users.  
 
The enforcement literature in natural resource economics builds upon Becker’s neoclassical model of 
rational criminality [3]. Sutinen and Andersen [30] integrate compliance choice into a bioeconomic 
framework and conclude that second-best regulated catch rates (in the face of imperfect compliance) may 
be higher or lower than perfect compliance levels. Milliman [21] and Charles and Mazany [6] include 
avoidance effort, the former drawing a distinction between legally and illegally derived surplus in the 
social planner’s optimization. Furlong’s empirical study [9] corroborates Becker’s rational 
noncompliance in the context of Canadian fisheries. Swierzbinski [32] shows effects of noncompliance 
with pollution regulations and suggests an instrument a budget-constrained regulator can use to mitigate 
the associated inefficiency.  
 
The compliance decision is not entirely “rational,” in the neoclassical sense. Contrary to the implications 
of the pure neoclassical framework, agents may comply even with little or no enforcement by the central 
agency. Non-pecuniary factors also affect compliance with regulations. These factors include the morality 
associated with violation, the perceived fairness or distributive justice associated with rules, whether the 
regulator attempts to reduce the costs of compliance [27], and the legitimacy of the rulemaking entity 
[12]. Resource users understand that increased rents can emerge in aggregate if regulations are followed, 
and therefore decentralized enforcement of centrally imposed rules is carried out by members of the 
regulated community. Alternatively, resource users may follow rules because of the moral benefit 
associated with compliance; legally and illegally obtained rents enter differently into the utility function 
of resource users. “Moral obligation,” “moral values,” and “social influence” are integrated with 
pecuniary costs and benefits in the compliance decision [12, 31].  
 
Another determinant of compliance with regulations revisited below is the perceived legitimacy of 
regulations or of the regulatory agency itself [12]. Legitimacy is affected by the complexity of 
regulations, which causes confusion and inadvertent violations and hence gives rise to ill-will [16]; the 
degree of involvement of resource users in the regulatory process [15]; the “respect” shown to harvesters 
by the regulatory agency [13]; and, of particular relevance in the following analysis, the confidence 
resource users have in the information upon which regulation is basedi. 
 
Alternatives to central control 
 
The debate over instrument choice exogenizes the institution, an assumption I relax in this project. That 
is, the literature in this area assumes that control is achieved by a central planner, and that the objectives 
of the planner are juxtaposed against those of industry participants (the appropriators). A more recent 
body of research questions the superiority of centralized control over other forms of governance. Jentoft 
laments the omission of community attributes from discussions of optimal management [14]. In a 
heterogeneously distributed resource, the central planner is often at a disadvantage in gathering 
information about the status of the resourceii, and the users of the resource have little incentive to provide 
accurate information. Resource users are often skeptical of estimates of resource status upon which the 
central planner bases constraints, the pattern of welfare impacts of different constraints gives rise to 
political transaction costs, and compliance with regulations is imperfect. 
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Ostrom (cf. [22]) and others argue a more fruitful approach in many CPR contexts is to empower the 
resource users themselves to develop rules, or norms, regarding resource use. These norms (a) are based 
on more accurate extant local knowledge regarding resource abundance and (b) enjoy a higher level of 
compliance than externally imposed constraints. They cite a number of case studies in which well-
intentioned government intervention (and even investment) in instances of functioning social norms has 
had perverse impacts. Their conclusion is that the disempowerment of community-level rulemaking often 
creates the adversarial relationship between regulator and regulated, and the associated transaction costs 
outweigh the potential benefits theoretically possible through altered usage.  

 
Carol Rose [23] compares tradable environmental allowances (TEA), to community-based management 
(CBM) in a variety of settings. She suggests factors that favor one approach over the other: the scale of 
the resource (smaller systems are more amenable to CBM; whether the resource is extractive or emissive 
(community norms better in the former case, TEAs in the latter, due to different information 
requirements); and robustness of the approach to different shocks (CBMs more robust to 
biological/natural shocks, TEAs better at responding to shifts in markets for inputs or outputs). 
 
Autonomous community management of CPRs 
 
Starting with a relatively simple two-player game and a steady-state assumption [18], and then extending 
to dynamic treatments with N players [8, 20, 29], non-cooperative game theory suggests outcomes of 
“unregulated,” or community-managed, CPRs depend upon two key factors: First, the number of players 
determines the magnitude of dynamic externalities, i.e. the proportion of the shadow value of the resource 
that is ignored by individual extractors, as well as stock externalitiesiii -- the fact that marginal reductions 
in stock by one extractor increase the marginal extraction costs of others.  
 
The second determinant of aggregate efficiency of CPR use is the time horizon of the game: CPR 
outcomes follow the standard repeated game theory result that longer time horizons as well as uncertainty 
regarding the length of interaction lead to more cooperation and more dynamically efficient extraction 
paths than in situations in which the time horizon is certain and short. Persistence of interaction coupled 
with reputational effects enhances the prospects for cooperation [17]. Dynamic efficiency is also more 
likely to emerge when players have genetic motivations to preserve the resource or otherwise engage in 
altruistic behavior; this can be seen as another means of lengthening the time horizon of the game. Sethi 
and Somanathan [26] explore the impact of economic and ecological parameters on the successful 
formation of social norms, and Burton [5] considers the combinations of sanctions and stock management 
that make cooperative arrangements among a heterogeneous group of harvesters safe from invasion by 
non-cooperators or large-scale defections. 
 
A discussion of centralized vs. decentralized governance also occurs under the rubric of political 
economics or institutional economics. This literature addresses whether expenditures on public projects 
should be made at a centralized or decentralized scale. The merits of “fiscal federalism” depend upon the 
strength of spillover effects between regions (centralized control favored when such spillovers are strong) 
[19] and the heterogeneity of preferences across regions (heterogeneity undermines the efficacy of central 
control) [28]. 
 
Discussions of governance within a system usually reach all-or-nothing conclusions. There is little room 
for the possibility of heterogeneous approaches to governance across time, or within a system at any 
given point in time. Assumption of uniform dynamic and spatial governance may in fact be a costly 
constraint to place on resource managers and society. This paper sets forth a simplified model of a 
metapopulation, or spatially structured common pool resource (CPR), in which there is a tendency toward 
overexploitation. Regulation – ostensibly with the goal of dynamically efficient resource use, though 
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other social objective functions could be stipulated – can take the form of government intervention or 
local control. The model is used to describe the factors which make a CPR more or less amenable to 
centralized vs. community-based regulation.   
 
 
A BIOECONOMIC MODEL 
The goal in developing the following model has been to simplify the representation as much as possible 
while maintaining the key attributes of the system that allow for examination of the governance decision: 
A metapopulation with substocks linked through dispersal; communities with heterogeneous attributes 
that make them more or less prone to dynamically efficient exploitation; informational asymmetry 
between the central regulatory agency and the communities; and costly regulatory inputs, specifically 
stock assessment and enforcement. While at this point the complexity of the model precludes analytical 
solutions to the optimization problem, the conceptual framework provides insight into the factors 
affecting the choice of governance, and useful stylized facts about the nature of the solution – specifically 
the potential for heterogeneous governance across space and time – emerge and can be further explored 
through simulations at a later stage. Analytical treatment may indeed be feasible for special cases, such as 
a two-patch, two-time period case, one with deterministic stock dynamics, etc. 

 
Stock dynamics 

The resource is a metapopulation consisting of N patches with respective biomasses 1 , ,t Ntx x…  at time t. 
Substocks are linked, either via adult dispersal [24] or a pooled reproduction process such as a common 
larval pool (CLP) [4]. Growth is stochastic; much of the strategic behavior in the system stems from 
uncertainty regarding stock sizes, and stochasticity in growth rates – in addition to being realistic – 
perpetuates the need for stock assessment by the central planner on an ongoing basis.  
 
Harvest is carried out by fishing communities F1, …, FN, with each community’s harvest activity specific 
to its respectively numbered substock xi. Community Fi withdraws hit units of biomass from substock i in 
each period t. The most general form of the stochastic population dynamics can be represented in discrete 
time, following [7], as 

 ( ) ( )11 , , , 1it i t Nt it iti tx x g x x h i Nε+ = + − =… … . (1) 

The parameter tε  is the source of stochasticity. Harvested biomass sells for a constant market price p in 
all time periods, regardless of the area from which it was withdrawn. 
 
Regulatory actions 

The regulator strives to maximize expected discounted rents over some (finite or infinite) time horizon. At 
each time t the regulator first chooses a governance regime Git in each community (substock); 1itG =  if 
the community is managed centrally and 0itG =  for communities left to their own devices.  
 
For each substock i governed centrally ( 1itG = ) the planner chooses a level of stock assessment ( is ), 

which provides the regulator with a consistent but noisy estimate of stock abundance, ( )2ˆ ~ ,R
i i i iX x sσ   . 

The variance of the stock estimate decreases with stock assessment effort. Based upon the moments of the 
stock estimates ˆ R

iX  and the expected response of harvesters to regulations, the regulator imposes harvest 
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constraintsiv iih h≤  on each centrally managed community Fi, simultaneously with a level of 
monitoring/enforcement effort mi. Compliance with regulations varies inversely with the level of 
enforcement as discussed below.  
 
Both stock assessment and monitoring are costly. The total cost of the vectors of regulatory inputs s and 
m exerted in the N areas is given by ( ),RC s e . The regulator can either be seen as having an endogenous 

regulatory budget, or to face the exogenous regulatory budget constraint ( ),R RC s e B≤ , in which case 
the goal is to allocate the regulatory budget efficiently between areas and between the two regulatory 
inputs. 
 
Community behavior in the absence of central control 
 
Harvest in each substock 1i N= …  is carried out by a fishing community Fi of size ni. The tenure, or 
persistence of participation in Fi is captured by iτ  (e.g. a measure of the average number of seasons local 
harvesters and/or their ancestors have been in the industry in that locale).   

The harvesters in each community have a consensus estimate of local stock levels, ˆ L
iX . Like the 

regulator’s stock estimates, local stock estimates are consistent but noisyv: 

 2ˆ ~ ,L
i i iX x η    (2) 

Rather than develop a model of individual harvester behavior at high resolution, I present a reduced-form 
representation of the aggregate harvesting decision of the community that depends upon community 
attributes. Given the community estimate of stock abundance and the community attributes, community i 
arrives at an intrinsic harvest function 0

ih  such that 

 ( ) ( ) ( )2 0 2 2ˆ ˆ ˆ, , , , , , , ,SO L L OA L
i i i i i i i i i i ih X N h X n N h X Nη η τ η≤ ≤  (3) 

The community’s intrinsic harvest is that which takes place when the community is unconstrained, i.e. 
when the planner chooses not to regulate behavior ( 0iG = ). This level of harvest lies somewhere 
between that which would be chosen by a sole owner (SO) of the substockvi, for a particular mean and 
variance of the local stock estimate, and that which would arise under pure open access (OA) with the 
same information set. As the number of players increases, cooperative maximization of joint dynamic 
payoffs erodes, pushing the system in the direction of rent dissipation. Correspondingly, as the number of 
players approaches unity, expected net present value maximization within the substock prevails: 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0 2 2 0 2 2

1
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆlim , , , , , ; lim , , , , ,

i i

L OA L L SO L
i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i iN N

h X N H X h X N H Xν τ ν τ ν τ ν τ
→∞ →

= =  (4) 

The average tenure iτ  is a proxy for the strength of social norms in the area, or alternatively for the 
possibility of reciprocal cooperation or the feasibility of sanctions over time against defectors. Tenure 
varies inversely with the de facto discount rate applied by players in the game. The more persistent users’ 
participation in a given community, the more cooperation is expected; sole-owner and open-access 
behavior prevail as the time horizon tends to infinity and zero, respectively: 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0 2 2 0 2 2

0
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆlim , , , , , ; lim , , , , ,

i i

L SO L L OA L
i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i iH X N H X N H X N H X N

τ τ
ν τ ν ν τ ν

→∞ →
= =  (5) 
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Regulated community behavior: Tension, credibility, and compliance 
 
Locally governed communities each harvest their intrinsic amount ( )0 ˆ , , ,L

i i i ih X N n τ . Each centrally 

governed community i faces a harvest constraint iih h≤ . When 0
iih h< , The constraint is non-binding 

and harvesters withdraw 0
ih . Otherwise, community i perceives a harvest tension 0h

ii ih h∆ = −  between 
their own harvest inclination and the limit imposed by the planner. 
 
At any given point in time, each community has a different local estimate of stock abundance than that 
used by the central planner as the basis for regulated effort levelsvii, i.e. ˆ ˆ ˆ 0X L R

i i iX X∆ = − ≠ . The 

distribution of this divergence is ( )ˆ 2 2 ˆ ˆ~ 0, 2cov ,X R L
i i iX Xσ η ∆ + −  . Disbelief, ( )X̂

i iδ ∆  is positive 

when the regulator’s estimate of stock abundance is lower than the local estimate, i.e. when ˆ 0X
i∆ > .  

 
Compliance with the harvest constraint ih  is a function of the tension h

i∆  between a community’s harvest 
inclinations and the regulation, the degree of skepticism iδ  local harvesters have regarding government 
stock estimates, and – following the literature on rational violation – the monitoring effort im  exerted by 
the regulator. Realized harvest ih  from an area when the regulatory constraint binds is given by  

 ( )
( ) ( ) ( )

, ,h
ii i i i i ih h V s mδ

+ −+

 
= + ∆ 

  
, (6) 

where iV  is the violation, or harvest in excess of the regulatory constraint, chosen collectively by the 
community. Partial derivatives have the signs indicated in (6). If there is no tension between the 
regulation and the harvesters’ natural tendencies regarding harvest, no violation is expected: 

0
lim 0

h
i

iV
∆ →

= . 

If enforcement is costless, the regulator can exert enough enforcement effort to detect violations with 
100% certainty and likely eliminate violations altogetherviii: lim 0

i
im

V
→∞

= . If stock assessment is costless, 

the regulator can eliminate uncertainty regarding local stock sizes in the limit. It is not possible, however, 
to eliminate skepticism and harvest violations entirely using improved stock assessments, due to 
persistent noise in the harvesters’ estimates of local stock size; lim 0

i
is

δ
→∞

> .  

 
Figure 1 shows a schematic of the model components for the case N = 2 with stocks linked via a CLP. In 
the figure, flows of the resource are represented by solid lines, informational flows and regulations by 
dotted lines. Figure 2 presents a timeline of information flows and actions by both the central planner and 
the communities within a given time period. The assumption is that the regulator chooses a level of stock 
assessment and decides on both regulatory inputs (in addition to governance choice) before the harvesters 
gather any information or determine their resultant intrinsic harvest level. 
 
The regulator’s problem 
 
The regulator chooses four control vectors in each time period: Governance Gt; stock assessment st; 
harvest constraints th ; and monitoring m. Dynamic rent maximization solves 
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( ) ( ){ }

( ) ( ) ( ){ }, , , 0 0

, , , , , , , , , ,
max

1 , , , ,it it it it

it itit it i i it it s it m it it i i it it

G s h m t i
it i i i i i i

G ph N n s h m w s w m C h N n s h m
E

G ph N n C h N n

τ τ

τ τ

  − − −  
 

  + − −   

∑∑ , (7) 

 
where, again, Gi is either centralized governance ( 1itG = ) or local community governance ( 0itG = ) is 
used in a given substock. The optimization is subject to the equations of motion (1). As elaborated above, 
actual harvest ih  in each substock i is either the intrinsic harvest rate 0

ih  if community i is locally 
governed, or it is a function of the information set of regulators, the stringency of regulations, and the 
response of harvest communities to these constraints.  
 
Assuming governance can be costlessly changed across time and spaceix, there should be a unique rent-
maximizing path of choice variables for each set of initial conditions and ecological and economic 
parameters. Though virtually impossible to solve for analytically, this path can ostensibly be derived 
using numerical techniques, such as a stochastic dynamic programming routine. In the concluding section, 
I discuss the “gross anatomy” of such a solution, and present a case study to which this model might be 
applied. 
 
 
QUALITATIVE RESULTS AND SOLUTION COMPONENTS 
 
Solution of the planner’s problem (7) is complex, as it involves multiple state variables with nonlinear 
stochastic dynamics. The social optimization problem has a large number (4N) choice variables, including 
the discontinuous governance choice, which makes analytical derivation of optimality conditions difficult. 
At the very least, the optimum would entail checking the corner solution at Gi = 0 for each area in 
addition to the interior optima with centralized governance. Corner solutions in enforcement and stock 
assessment are conceivable as well (i.e. the central planner may decide to rely upon their prior for one or 
more substocks and allocate all stock assessment to other areas).  
 
The problem can be solved using numerical techniques, in particular a stochastic dynamic programming 
routine that is capable of searching the corner solutions as well as the continuous parameter space 
associated with central governance. A two-area model with a limited time horizon will be sufficient to 
illustrate the nature of the solution to this problem, and is the next stage of the project to pursue. In lieu of 
presenting results here, I briefly discuss some of the conceptual issues and tradeoffs inherent in a solution 
to this problem. 
 
The value of information for efficient quotas and credibility  
 
Determination of optimal stock assessment as a means of mitigating uncertainty regarding stock sizes 
constitutes a value of information (VOI) problem. The problem of optimal stock assessment is not 
straightforward to solve, even in a single-stock setting, and in general VOI analyses consider only the 
value of information in terms of imposing more efficient harvest constraints. The model above suggests 
that information increases social rents in another way: By reducing the skepticism of harvesters regarding 
the basis of regulation, improved stock assessments increase compliance and reduce the need for costly 
monitoring effort.  
 
An internal solution in stock assessment across the substocks, therefore, will cause the sum of increased 
dynamic rents due to precision in setting withdrawals and as that associated with reduced monitoring 
expenditures and better compliance to be equal on the margin across all areas. The model can be used to 
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address such questions as how much stock assessment and monitoring effort should be exerted in total; 
how this effort should be allocated across the substocks; and how a budget-constrained regulator should 
allocate their budget between these regulatory inputs.  
 
Heterogeneous governance 

Beside the VOI question(s), another key feature of the solution is the time path and spatial pattern of 
governance. To my knowledge, this is the first model that explicitly allows for the governance approach 
to switch from central to local or vice-versa across time or space. This flexibility allows the regulator to 
take advantage of ecological or economic attributes of the substocks so as to manage more cost-
effectively and therefore increase dynamic rents. For example, small communities whose target stocks are 
largely self-contained are unlikely to be worth managing centrally. The preference for local management 
will be heightened by noisy dynamics that lead to wide divergences in local and governmental stock 
estimates. As mentioned above, it may be preferable to manage sources (whose stock dynamics impose 
large externalities on surrounding areas) centrally, while communities that harvest sinks might be better 
left to govern themselves. 
 
The optimal governance path may be heterogeneous across time as well as space. Since externalities are 
especially important when stocks are low (and therefore density-dependent mortality is low), the optimal 
governance path may dictate central governance at the outset for an initially overexploited resource, then 
a switch to local governance once a particular stock reaches some threshold where the cost of the external 
stock effects no longer outweighs the regulatory costs. Of course, the timing of this transition may be 
heterogeneous across space; some areas might “transcend” central governance sooner than others, and 
some may never reach that point.  
 
Technological progress may affect the governance path. For example, improvements in stock assessment 
techniques lower the cost at which variance in substock estimates can be reduced. This will tend to make 
centralized governance more credible, which in turn will increase compliance and efficacy.  
 
Application: Lobster and groundfish governance in the Gulf of Maine 
 
Growing skepticism among industry participants about the ability of government regulatory agencies to 
accurately assess the health of resource stocks in the Gulf of Maine, and about their ability to effectively 
enforce regulations regarding the exploitation of the spatially, culturally, and economically heterogeneous 
system, has led to questions regarding the structure of governance of fishery resources in the region. The 
comanagement system (or “zone management law”), in which local users are largely responsible for 
setting constraints, has been credited with success in the Maine lobster industry since 1995x [2]. Though 
the institutional framework in the lobster industry is more complex than the “hands-off” representation in 
the model above (as the government is still involved in setting some constraints on gear, size limits, etc.), 
the model is a reasonable facsimile. 
 
The success of the zone management approach in the lobster context has led to proposals for an analogous 
system to be implemented in the area’s beleaguered groundfish industry. The groundfish industry differs 
from the lobster industry, however, in a number of ways likely to be relevant to the governance decision: 
Effort in groundfish is more dispersed and less visible than in the lobster industry; the stock itself is more 
migratory, making appropriation of dynamic flows more difficult; and groundfish catches can be sold by a 
given vessel at any of a number of ports, while lobster sales are generally limited to wholesale 
cooperatives located at the home port of harvesters.  
 
The framework presented above may inform the debate about the efficacy of local governance in the 
groundfish industry. Four potential optimal paths of governance are conceivable: If all groundfish 
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substocks are as well-defined and persistent as some have suggested, then perhaps local management 
system-wide would be more effective than the current centralized management regime. If it turns out 
there is in fact a single stock that moves fluidly between fishing grounds, then there is little hope that 
local governance will improve matters. These are the black and white conclusions; considering 
governance as a dynamic and spatial choice variable allows for two “hybrid solutions:” First, it may be 
that some substocks are relatively self-contained and can therefore be managed locally, while others 
should continue under the current regime. And lastly, it may be that a period of stringent centralized 
controls is necessary before part or all of the groundfish stock is amenable to community self-governance. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 1. Model schematic for N = 2 and a common larval pool linkage between substocks. 
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ENDNOTES 
                                                 
i An example of a lack of credibility of survey data used for stock assessment and regulation is in the recent 
“Trawlgate” scandal in New England groundfish resource off the Northeastern U.S., when survey nets were found to 
be incorrectly deployed. For a relevant article, see < http://www.s-t.com/daily/10-02/10-25-02/a05sr026.htm> 
ii Though there could conceivably be economies of scale or scope associated with gathering information on a large 
spatial scale. But the central agency is thought to be a higher-cost provider of information because they collect 
information per se, while the harvesters gather information in the course of exerting harvest effort. 
iii Stock externalities are a function of the technology of extraction (or other use), and are not always present. For 
fish that school or water that collects in a localized pool, marginal costs of extraction should be invariant with 
respect to the overall size of the stock. For fish or water that is uniformly distributed across space however, or for 
mineral ores whose quality (i.e. yield/ton) decline as extraction takes place, such externalities can be significant 
sources of inefficiency.  
iv The choice of an aggregate total allowable catch (TAC) for a regulatory instrument is arbitrary; the harvest 
constraint could easily be replaced with an effort constraint, such as days at sea, or an individual quota system 
allocated somehow among the community’s ni members. 

v For simplicity, the variance 2η  of local stock estimates is modeled as constant. Alternatively, it could be a function 
of harvest in the previous period, or might follow some other information accrual mechanism. 
vi Note that having a “sole owner” of a substock does not imply first-best behavior, because of the omission of inter-
area spillovers. The effect of these externalities is lessened as the number of substocks declines because of enhance 
prospects for inter-community agreements. But only a sole owner of a single substock would behave in a 
dynamically efficient fashion. 

vii I assume that the formulation of regulations is a transparent process, i.e. the stock assessment ˆ R

iX  employed in the 

formation of the regulation ih  is known to the communities, and can be compared to their own stock estimates. 
viii Unless there is a maximum fine the regulator can charge violators and violation is profitable even in the face of 
100% detection. 
ix In fact, there may be significant costs associated with changing governance within a particular period, or with 
employing different governance regimes in different areas. It would be possible to include these costs in the model 
(i.e. some switching cost that would be paid only if the governance Git in a given area is different from that in the 
preceding period), or to constrain the planner to use the same type of governance in all substocks during a particular 
period.  
x A de facto community governance regime has been in place for a long time in the lobster industry; see [1] for a 
discussion of this informal local governance system. 
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